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Abstract:  

RNA is often considered as being the vector for the transmission of genetic information from 

DNA to the protein synthesis machinery. However, besides translation RNA participates in a 

broad variety of fundamental biological roles such as gene expression and regulation, protein 

synthesis, and even catalysis of chemical reactions. This variety of function combined with 

intricate three-dimensional structures and the discovery of over 100 chemical modifications in 

natural RNAs require chemical methods for the modification of RNAs in order to investigate 

their mechanism, location, and exact biological roles. In addition, numerous RNA-based tools 

such as ribozymes, aptamers, or therapeutic oligonucleotides require the presence of additional 

chemical functionalities to strengthen the nucleosidic backbone against degradation or 

enhance the desired catalytic or binding properties. Herein, the two main methods for the 

chemical modification of RNA are presented: solid-phase synthesis using phosphoramidite 

precursors and the enzymatic polymerization of nucleoside triphosphates. The different 

synthetic and biochemical steps required for each method are carefully described and recent 

examples of practical applications based on these two methods are discussed.  
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1. Introduction 

RNA is a unique type of nucleic acid since it adopts a range of biological functions and is 

organized in various two and three dimensional structures. This prevalence calls for chemical 

methods for the covalent modification of RNA in order to investigate the function, structure, 

cellular localization, and intracellular transport of this biopolymer. The necessity for the 

development of reliable protocols for the chemical modification of RNA is further spurred by 

the discovery of over 100 different alterations of the nucleosidic scaffold of RNA in all kingdoms 

of life [1-4]. These modifications appear to be located on non-coding RNAs including tRNA, 

rRNA, and small nuclear RNA (snRNA) as well as on less abundant species such as mRNA but 

their exact number and often their function have not been fully elucidated. Hence, synthetic 

protocols that enable the synthesis of these modified building blocks and the corresponding 

oligonucleotides are in dire need. 

Besides an interest for the elucidation of the function and mechanism of naturally occurring 

(modified) RNAs, potent practical applications based on RNA oligonucleotides heavily rely on 

the inclusion of chemical modifications. In this context, gene silencing molecules including 

antisense oligonucleotides, siRNAs, and miRNAs would be rapidly degraded by nucleases 

following injection into a patient and thus require chemical modifications to resist against the 

assault of these ubiquitous enzymes. Similarly, aptamers are single-stranded oligonucleotides 

that bind to targets with high specificity and selectivity and have been proposed as diagnostic, 

therapeutic, and drug delivery systems. Besides being prone to rapid renal filtration and 

efficient degradation by nucleases, aptamers often require the help of additional modifications 

to bind to more complex targets such as glycoproteins [5].  

Here, we discuss the main methods available for the chemical modification of RNA: automated 

solid-phase synthesis with modified phosphoramidite building blocks and enzymatic synthesis 

with modified nucleoside triphosphates. We have not included other elegant methods including 

the use of catalytic nucleic acids [6-10] or cofactor analogues [11-14] and direct the interested 

reader to other recent review articles [15-19]. We also discuss some recent examples of 

application of these methods, particularly in the fields of aptamer discovery and the 

understanding of the function of post transcriptional modifications.  
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2. Chemical synthesis and modification of RNA  

2.1 Solid-phase ribo-oligonucleotide synthesis 

Solid phase oligonucleotide synthesis of DNA is an established and reliable method for the 

synthesis of specific-sequence short-strand, up to ~ 150-mer, DNA. As outlined in the 

introduction, many exciting therapeutic and diagnostic avenues are being explored using 

synthetic RNA, further highlighting the need for dependable and efficient chemical synthetic 

routes for specific-sequence RNA. While the synthesis of short DNA sequences using 

commercially available nucleosides is highly efficient, solid-phase RNA synthesis has proven 

more difficult to establish [20]. Complicated by the presence of the reactive 2’-hydroxyl sugar 

group, the chemical synthesis requires adoption of an additional protection step which initially 

hindered the use of this chemical synthetic route. Exciting developments in the last two 

decades are beginning to allow for the widespread, and efficient, synthesis of sequence specific 

ribo-oligonucleotides using commercially available substrates at nearly the same efficiency as 

DNA.  

2.1.1 Overview of the method 

The cyclical RNA solid phase synthesis protocol is outlined below (Figure 1). This step-wise 

process is the most widely used synthetic route and the process closely follows that of solid-

phase DNA synthesis [20, 21]. This synthetic route allows for the sequence-specific 

incorporation of natural and modified nucleotides in a time and resource efficient manner. The 

synthesis uses a solid-support bound primary nucleoside in combination with nucleoside 

phosphoramidites as building blocks in a specifically designed oligonucleotide synthesizer. 

Following a step wise sequence of deprotection, activation, coupling, oxidation and capping, 

nucleotides can be sequentially added. Covalent attachment to a solid support via the primary 

nucleotide is required throughout the synthesis with cleavage performed after oligonucleotide 

synthesis is completed. The use of supports soluble in organic solvents, involving a removal of 

excess reagents by precipitation, has also been reported for RNA and represents an interesting 

alternative especially with regards to large scale synthesis [22]. Oligonucleotides are usually 

synthesized in the 3’ to 5’ direction and once synthesized, oligonucleotides are purified by HPLC 

purification.  
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Figure 1. A generalized scheme for the solid phase synthesis of RNA; DMTr - 4,4’-

dimethoxytrityl; Bp – natural or modified, protected, nucleobase; PG- protecting group 

Synthesis commences with the initial ribonucleoside 1 in the sequence bound to solid support 

via the 3’-hydroxyl group. Typical protection at the 5’-hydroxyl position is by the acid labile 4,4’-

dimethoxytrityl (DMTr). The 2’-hydroxyl position and exocyclic amino groups are also protected, 

as outlined below. 

2.1.2 Detritylation step 

The initial synthetic step is detritylation of the DMTr protected 5’-hydroxyl by acid. While a 

number of trityl derivatives have been proposed over the years, DMTr has gained most 

widespread popularity due to the efficiency of its use coupled with the bright orange nature of 

the cation produced during detritylation acting as a reliable indicator of successful detritylation 

[23]. Commonly used acids are trichloroacetic acid and dichloroacetic acid [20]. Following 

washing to remove the DMTr cation, the solid-bound nucleoside 2 bears the hydroxyl group 

required for the next step of the reaction. 

2.1.3 Activation and coupling 
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The incoming nucleoside 3 must first be activated to allow subsequent coupling. This activation 

typically takes place by addition of an acidic azole catalyst (Scheme 1) [23]. A number of 

activators can be selected for the activation step including 1H-tetrazole, 5-ethylthio-1H-

tetrazole (ETT) and 5-benzylmercaptotetrazole (BMT) [24]. One of the most efficient activators 

for RNA synthesis is BMT which gives high coupling yields and clean crude products. Due to 

these interesting properties, the use of BMT has allowed the synthesis of very long RNA 

sequences (110-mer) [25]. In terms of mechanism, the protonated diisopropylamino group 

serves as a leaving group allowing nucleophilic substitution by the tetrazole. The intermediate 

tetrazole complex in turn serves as leaving group upon nucleophilic attack by the 5’-hydroxy 

group of the oligonucleotide. The resulting reaction leads to formation of a phosphite triester 

internucleotide bond 4 [20]. 

 

Scheme 1. Activation and coupling of the incoming nucleobase phosphoramidite; i) activation of 

the phosphoramidite by acidic azole catalyst, here 1H-tetrazole; ii) Nucleophilic substitution by 

the oligonucleotide 5’hydroxyl moiety 

2.1.4 Capping, oxidation, and sequence completion 

Coupling steps can typically achieve high yields though 100% yields are unlikely and, as a 

consequence, any unreacted solid bound nucleobases still sporting a 5’ hydroxyl group 2 must 

be capped to prevent coupling in subsequent coupling steps (Scheme 2). Permanent blocking of 

the 5-hydroxyl group ensures protection of the desired genetic sequence from inclusion of 

‘shortmers’ – oligonucleotide sequences missing specific nucleobases [20]. Adding DMAP to Cap 

B (which contains acetic anhydride and lutidine) yields the most effective capping which is 

beneficial when long oligonucleotides are to be synthesized but it can also lead to undesired dG 

side products [26]. 
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Scheme 2. Capping step of 5’ termini during solid-phase synthesis 

The coupling step leads to formation of the P(III) phosphite triester 4 an unstable species which 

must be oxidized to the stable P(V) 6 which usually occurs by treatment with iodine or tert-

butyl hydroperoxide [20, 21]. Upon completion of the oligonucleotide sequence release from 

the solid support, deprotection of the phosphate and nucleobase deprotection take place by 

treatment of concentrated ammonia [21]. The chosen 2’-protecting group will usually be 

removed as the final step. 

Despite the advances, and an example of a 110-mer [25] sequence being synthesized, in 

practicality the length of RNA strands which can be reliably synthesized is around 60-mer. 

2.1.5 Nucleobase phosphoramidite building blocks 

A typical nucleobase phosphoramidite building block is shown below, 3 (Figure 2). 

Incorporation of a phosphoramidite moiety at the 3’ position of the nucleoside allows for the 

cyclical addition of nucleosides in the oligonucleotide synthesis. This strategy is ubiquitous and 

well established. Phosphoramidites were first proposed in the early 1980’s [27] and have since 

come to dominate oligonucleotide synthesis [28]. Phosphoramidites are generally highly 

reactive towards nucleophiles in the presence of even weak acids [29]. Previous to their 

introduction, chemical DNA synthesis had been conducted using H-phosphonate [30-33] , 

phosphodiester [34], phosphotriester [35, 36] and phosphite triester [37, 38] synthetic routes.   

 

Figure 2. A typical nucleobase phosphoramidite where Bp = protected base, PG = protecting 

group and DMTr = 4,4’-dimethoxytrityl 

The typical synthetic route to the phosphoramidite nucleotides is the reaction of the DMTr 

protected nucleoside with a phosphochloridite reagent [23] in the presence of the base DIPEA 
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or by bis-dialkylaminophosphines [39, 40] with a tetrazole based activator (Scheme 3a). In this 

context, 2-cyanoethyl N,N-diisopropylchlorophophoramidite (CEP-Cl) is the most frequently 

used phosphochloridite reagent. However, the use of phosphochloridites is complicated by 

their fast degradation in the presence of even small amounts of water.  

 

Scheme 3. Phosphoramidite synthesis ; a) phosphochloridite, DIPEA, dry conditions (MeCN, DCM 

etc.) ; b) bis-dialkylaminophosphines , tetrazole activator, dry conditions (MeCN, DCM etc.) 

While widely used and relatively reliable, the use of phosphoramidites is not without problems. 

The relatively high reactivity of the moiety can lead to oxidation of the phosphoramidites in 

even mildly acidic conditions [23]. The oxidized product is incompatible with solid phase RNA 

synthesis rendering the oxide useless. Nonetheless phosphoramidite nucleosides remain the 

primary building blocks used in solid phase oligonucleotide synthesis. 

Multiple phosphoramidite reagents have been developed over the years however the most 

widely used is 2-Cyanoethyl N,N,N',N'-tetraisopropylphosphorodiamidite (where R = -CH2CH2CN 

and R’ = -iPr in Scheme 3b).  

This approach gained popularity due to the ease of deprotection by concentrated ammonia, an 

approach compatible with other commonly used deprotection methods [23].  

2.1.6 Choice of the protecting groups 

A number of reactive moieties present in nucleosides selected for oligonucleotide synthesis 

require protection prior to synthesis. As in DNA synthesis, the 5’-hydroxy group and the 
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exocyclic amino groups of the natural nucleobases require protection. While RNA synthesis 

differs significantly from DNA synthesis in the requirement for 2’-hydroxyl protection [20].  

2.1.7 Nucleobase protecting groups 

 

Figure 3. Examples of common exocyclic amino protecting groups [23] 

The natural RNA bases adenine, cytosine and guanine require additional protection of their 

exocyclic amino groups (Figure 3) [21, 23]. Protecting groups are added prior to 5’-hydroxyl 

tritylation in order to prevent tritylation of the exocyclic amino group and to subsequently 

prevent the nucleophilic amino group from reacting with the phosphoramidite during 

oligonucleotide synthesis. This can be achieved in a number of ways with the most common 

approach, analogous to the use in DNA synthesis, being the use of acyl derivatives including 

acetyl, benzoyl and isobutyryl [20]. Some care needs to be taken to ensure compatibility with 

2’-protecting groups as selective cleavage of the exocyclic amino groups is required. As such 
tBuPac can be selected in place of acetyl, benzoyl and isobutyryl as rapid cleavage in ammonia 

may preserve the 2’-protecting groups such as TBDMS [41]. Protection of guanosine 

nucleosides can be more challenging especially when modifications such as 2’-O-aminoalkyl 

units [42-44], 2’-SeCH3 [45], or 2’-N3 [46] are present on the scaffold. Hence, alternative 

protecting group patterns such as O6-tert-butyl, N2(bis-[tert-butyloxycarbonyl]) (O6-tBu,N2-Boc2) 
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have been proposed for the guanosine nucleobase [47]. Also, modified nucleobases such as the 

epigenetic modification 5-Hydroxymethylcytosine (hm5C) require alternative protection 

patterns to avoid potential side-reactions. In the case of hm5C, acetyl groups were installed on 

both the nucleobase and the hydroxyl moiety in order to avoid an SN2 reaction by MeNH2 which 

is used during the deprotection of the RNA oligonucleotides following solid-phase synthesis 

[48].  

2.1.8 Protection of the 2’-position 

The most important distinguishing factor between DNA and RNA synthesis is the requirement 

for protection of the 2’-hydroxyl group. In fact, it has been said that selection of 2’-protecting 

groups during RNA synthesis is ‘the single most critical decision that has to be made in 

undertaking the chemical synthesis of RNA sequences’ [49]. A naked hydroxyl group at the 2’-

position is primed to wreak havoc on the synthetic process (Figure 4). In both basic and acidic 

conditions phosphate migration can occur leading to cleavage of the oligonucleotide chain [50].  
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Figure 4. Overview of phosphate migration and internucleotide chain cleavage possible with 

unprotected 2’-hydroxyl group. Recreated with permission from [50] 

A wide range of strategies have been employed for protection of the 2’-hydroxyl position with 

an in depth review cited covering the major findings [49]. Here we present a general overview 

of the main 2’-protecting groups proposed in the literature (Figure 5). 

Protection of the 2’-hydroxyl moiety has proven difficult due to the wide range of chemical 

constraints placed on its selection. The primary requirement of the protecting group is that it 

must be sustained throughout the synthesis of the oligonucleotide, not being susceptible to 

deprotection during detritylation, exocyclic amino deprotection and release from the solid 

support. The design must allow for facile and efficient deprotection in one step, post 

oligonucleotide synthesis, while also being easily incorporated pre solid-phase synthesis. The 
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protecting group should not undergo migration to the 3’-hydroxyl position and must not hinder 

solid phase activation and coupling steps.  

Perhaps the most widely employed class of 2’-protecting groups have been the fluoride-labile 

2’-protection groups with tert-butyldimethylsilyl (TBDMS) being the classic example [51, 52] 

(Figure 5). While TBDMS proved chemically suitable with reliable incorporation pre-oligo 

synthesis, and maintenance throughout oligonucleotide synthesis, issues relating to rate of 

coupling were initially encountered. While coupling rates for DNA synthesis were typically 

below 100 seconds, coupling rates with TBDMS were around 600 seconds or more. This 

impediment was attributed to the bulky nature of the protecting groups, with increasing 

bulkiness of protecting groups associated with increased reduction in reaction rates [20]. 

Although rates of coupling were dramatically increased due to selection of the more potent 

activators ETT and BMT, many strategies have been explored including other fluoride-labile, 

base-labile [59, 60], acid-labile [61] and photo-labile [62, 63] groups. A table summarizing some 

of the reaction rates achieved with various protecting groups is given below (Table 1). 
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Figure 5. A selection of 2’-hydroxyl protecting groups proposed in the literature. A summary of 

chemical properties of the groups is presented in Table 1 

While selective protection of the 5’-hydroxyl position and the exocyclic amino groups can be 

fairly trivially achieved, selective protection of the 2’-hydroxyl position is complicated by the 

presence of the neighboring 3’-hydroxy group [20]. Intended protection at the 2’-hydroxyl 

position can lead to non-regiospecific 2’- and 3’- protection, 11 and 12 (Scheme 4). This greatly 

reduces reaction yields and creates issues for large scale production.  
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Scheme 4. Overview of non-regiospecific 2’-protection route and subsequent 

phosphoramidization; i) typical protection step producing mix of 2’- and 3’-protection; ii) 

Phosphitylation of the 2’-protected isomer 

Strategies to overcome this and increase yields of 2’-protection include the use of the 

‘Markiewicz method’ [50, 64] (Scheme 5). In this approach, bidentate protection of the 3’- and 

5’-hydroxyl groups allows for regiospecific protection of the 2’-hydroxyl. While tetra-

isopropylsisiloxane (TIPDS) was originally proposed and is still widely used, the incompatibility 

of TIPDS with fluoride-labile 2’-protecting groups led Beigelman to propose the use of di-tert-

butylsilylene (DTBS) where deprotection of the bidentate protecting group is compatible with 

the 2’-protecting group TBDMS [65]. The use of these synthetic routes leads to dramatic 

increases in yields and are widely employed.  
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Scheme 5. An overview of regiospecific 2’-protection protection of the nucleobase using the 

‘Markiewicz method’ [50] 
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2' – PGa 5' – PGb PAc  2’ deprotection AYd (CLe) CTf  

LCLg 

(OYh) 2’ –PYi year citation

privaloxyloxymethyl (PivOM) DMTr Standardj Base (NH4OH) 

99.0 % (21-mer) - 99.7 

% (3-mer) 180 

21 

(83.8 

%) 2008 

[66],  

[60] 

2-(4-Tolysulfonyl)ethoxymethyl 

(TEM) DMTr standard TBAF (fluoride) 

97 % (14-mer) - 99.1 

% (20-mer) 120 

38 (40 

%) 

26 - 

38 % 2007 [53] 

2-cyanoethoxymethyl (CEM) DMTr standard TBAF (fluoride) > 99 % (55-mer) 

150 (BMT 

or ETT) 

55 (15 

%) 2005 

[54] 

[25] 

[67] 

Cyanoethylated (CE) DMTr standard Base (NH4OH) NQ 

600 (1-h  

tetrazole 

and ETT) 

17 (33 

%) 

82.2 – 

96.3 2005 [59] 

tert-butyldimethylsilyl (TBDMS) MMT 

R = OME, 

R’ = iPr TBAF (fluoride)  98 % (42) 

885 

(tetrazole) 42  NQ  

1974, 

1987 

 [51] 

[52]  

tris-iso-propylsilyloxymethyl (TOM) DMTr standard TBAF (fluoride) 

99.3 % (average over 

>50000) 90 (BMT) 

82 (20 

– 40 %) 

40 – 

60 % 2001 [55] 

tert-butyldithiomethyl (DTM) DMTr standard 

1,4-dithiothreitol or 

tris(2-

carboxyethyl)phosphine 

(following NH4OH 

treatment) 98.5 – 99.8 % (NQ) 150 (ETT) 45 (NQ) 

34 – 

57 % 2006 [68] 
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bis(2-acetoxyethyloxy)methyl (ACE) 

silyl 

ethers 

R = OME, 

R’ = iPr pH 3, 10 min., 55 °C >90 % (NQ) <90 s 

12 (71 

%) 65 % 1998 [61] 

thionocarbamate (TC) DMTr standard ethylenediamine NQ 600 (ETT) 54 (NQ) 

 60 – 

70 % 2011 [50] 

 (o-nitrobenzyloxymethyl) (2-Nbom) DMTr standard Photolabile >98 % (33-mer) 120 (NQ) 33 (NQ) 39 % 1992 [62] 

p-nitrobenzyloxymethyl (4-Nbom) DMTr standard TBAF 99 % (13-mer) 120 

13 (28 

%) 37 % 1996 [56] 

acetal levulinyl ester (ALE)  DMTr standard Hydrazine hydrate 97 % (12-mer) 60 (DCI) 12 (NQ) 78 % 2008 [69]  

2-cyano-2,2-dimethylethanimine-N-

oxymethyl (CDEO) DMTr standard TBAF 99 % (20-mer) 180 (BMT) 20 (NQ) 

54 – 

82 % 2013 [58] 

iminooxymethyl ethyl proponate 

(IEP) DMTr standard TBAF NQ (20-mer) NQ 20 (NQ) 78 % 2016 [57] 

Table 1. Summary of 2’-protecting groups proposed for use in solid phase RNA synthesis. Values are quoted from original publication, 

improved values may have been published in subsequent publications; a 2’-protecting group; b 5’-protecting group; c Phosphoramidite 

moiety; d average stepwise coupling yield (%); e Chain length ; f coupling time (s) ; g longest chain length achieved (mer); h overall yield 

(%); i 2’ protection yield; j standard phosphoramidite:, R = CH2CH2CN, R’ = iPr; NQ – not quoted
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2.2 Synthesis of chemically modified RNA 

2.2.1 Synthesis of phosphorothioates 

As outlined in the introduction, the lifetime of RNA in biological settings is severely reduced 

by the susceptibility of RNA to hydrolysis by nucleases. Therefore, phosphorothioates are 

important analogues of the phosphate backbone, where a non-bridging oxygen atom has 

been replaced by sulfur. Fortunately, the phophorothiate backbone can be efficiently, 

cheaply and easily achieved through modification of the oxidation step of oligonucleotide 

synthesis. Rather than oxidation, a sulfur transfer step is introduced using one of the 

commercially available sulfur transfer reagents including the Beaucage reagent [70] and 

DDTT [21] (Figure 6) . The resulting phosphorotioate linkage, post deprotection, is chiral and 

the sulfurization step results in a mixture of diastereoisomers (Sp/Rp ratio), Figure 11. 

Interestingly, the nature of the activator and the 2’-O-protecting groups have a direct 

influence on the ratio of diastereoisomers during solid-phase synthesis of phosphorothioate 

containing RNA sequences. For instance, with 2’-O-TBDMS protected amidites (see above) 

and BMT as activator the Rp isomer is predominantly formed while with tetrazole and the 

same protecting group the Sp isomer is mainly produced [71]. This observation can have 

strong implications since Sp and Rp containing oligonucleotides have different stabilities and 

enzyme recognition capacities.  

 

Figure 6. Structures of the phosphorothioate backbone diasteroisomers and sulfurizing 

reagents  

Recently, a method based on a chiral auxiliary was developed to control the stereochemical 

outcome of phophorothiate RNA (and DNA) oligonucleotides [72]. The process involves 

introduction of a chiral phospho-group in place of the phosphoramidite moiety, 13. In 

combination with specialized activators, sterically pure oligonucleotides can be achieved 

(Scheme 6). Alternatively, the issue of Sp/Rp ratios can be overcome by introducing achiral 

phosphorodithioate units where both non-bridging oxygens are replaced by sulfur [73]. 
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Scheme 6. Overview of the synthetic strategy employed in the solid phase synthesis of 

sterically pure phosphorothioate oligonucleotides; PG = -H(DNA); -OCH3 (2’-OMe RNA); - 

OCH2CH2OCH3 (2’-MOE RNA)   

2.2.2 Incorporation of sugar modifications  

A wide range of sugar modifications have been proposed and employed in the synthesis of 

AONs, siRNAs, and anti-miRNAs [74-76]. Dozens of modifications involve incorporation of 

exotic groups at the 2’-hydroxyl group and are generally compatible with solid phase RNA 

synthesis, with the added benefit of acting as 2’-protecting groups.  

Some sugar modifications involve more fundamental changes to the sugar structure [74]. 

Arabino Nucleic Acids (ANAs), where the 2’-hydroxyl group has been inverted, were 

introduced by Dahma [77] and shown to be compatible with solid phase RNA synthesis with 

acetyl protection at the 2’ position using standard phosphoramidite chemistry (Figure 7). 

Recently, the ANA scaffold was used to install dyes on siRNAs [78]. Bridged nucleic acids 

(BNAs) are a class of nucleic acid employed extensively in ASOs due to their enhanced 

affinity to complimentary RNA and DNA [79]. The original BNA, locked nucleic acid (LNA) is 

compatible with solid phase synthesis using DMTr and standard phosphoramidite chemistry 

[80]. Many analogues of LNA have subsequently been proposed [74]. Other sugar 

modifications will be described in the section dedicated to the generation of aptamers 

(Section 3.4). 

 

Figure 7. General chemical structures of the sugar modified analogs ANA and LNA 
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2.2.3 Incorporation of base modifications 

The solid phase synthetic route to RNA is perfectly primed for the incorporation of 

chemically modified bases. Dozens of modified bases have been shown compatible with 

many being used for anti-sense oligonucleotides (AONs) [81], small interfering RNAs 

(siRNAs), micro-RNA-targeting oligonucleotides (anti-miRNAs) [75], and fluorescent labelling 

of RNAs [82, 83]. There is growing interest in the role RNA modification plays in the 

regulation of gene expression [3]. As such a need for synthetically modified RNA mimicking 

the natural modifications present in RNA is increasing. 

2.2.4 Incorporation of methylated nucleobases  

There have been six modified bases discovered at mRNA internal positions so far [84] (Figure 

8a), while many other naturally occurring methylated bases have been discovered with a 

selection shown below (Figure 8b) [85] .  

 

Figure 8. a) Structures of the modified bases known to be present at central positions in 

mRNA [84]; b) structures of the naturally occurring modified bases incorporated using RNA 

synthesis by Micura and coworkers; c) General synthetic route to the modified nucleobase 

amidites in [85]; B = A, C, G, U, I; mB =  m6A, m6
2A, m4C, m3U, m1I, N2-Ac-m1G, O6-NPE-m2G, 

O6-NPE-m2
2G; d) Synthetic route to the 1-Methyladenosine amidite building block used in 

[86]; i) MMTrCl in pyridine; ii) 1) (ClCH2CO)2O in pyridine 2) tBuMe2SiCl-imidazole 
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Extensive work by Micura and coworkers led to a general synthetic route to methylated 

ribonucleoside amidites for use in solid phase RNA synthesis [85]. The general route was 

shown to be suitable for synthesis of the ribonucleosides 1-methylguanosine (m1G), N2-

methylguanosine (m2G), N2,N2-methylguanosine (m2
2G), 1-methyinosine (m1I), 3- 

methyluridine (m3U), N4-methylcytidine (m4C), N6-methyladenosine (m6A) and N6, N6-

dimethyladenosine (m6
2A), Figure 13b. The nucleobase is first modified and protected before 

trytilation by DMTr. 2’-hydroxyl protection is provided by 2’-O-TOM and the standard 3’-O-2-

cyanoethyl-diisopropylphosphoramidite (CEP) reagent was used to yield the corresponding 

phosphoramidites (Figure 8c). The resulting phosphoramidites displayed coupling yields 

ranging from 97 to 99.5 % [87-90]. 

Herdewijn and coworkers successfully incorporated the chemically modified base 1-

methyladenosine (m1A) into RNA using solid phase synthesis [86]. 1-Methyladenosine was 

first prepared by methylation of adenosine by an established synthetic route [91]. Following 

addition of the 4-Methoxytrityl (MMTr) protecting group at the 5’-hydroxy position, the 

exocyclic amino group was protected by an alpha chloro acetyl group. TBDMS protection and 

the standard phosphoramidite were chosen for the 2’- and 3’- hydroxyl positions (Figure 8d). 

The modified nucleoside was then successfully incorporated once in a 17-mer sequence. The 

coupling time was set to 10 minutes with base-labile groups removed by 2 M NH3 in MeOH 

and TBDMS removed by TBAF in THF.  

More recently, Li and coworkers also successfully incorporated 1-Methyladenosine (m1A) 

alongside 3-Methylcytosine (m3C) [92]. Importantly they described formation of undesired 

byproducts with Dimroth rearrangement of the m3C leading to formation of m6A and 

deamination of m3C leading to formation of m3U. As m1A and m6A have identical molecular 

weights and m3C and m3U differ by only 1 dalton the formation of these byproducts could 

potentially be missed. A detailed characterization method to distinguish products is outlined 

with the paper serving as a warning to the potential pitfalls of relying on MS for 

characterization. 
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3. Enzymatic synthesis of RNA.  

3.1 Overview of the method 

Automated solid phase synthesis grants access to larger quantities but is only suitable for 

synthesis of rather short RNA oligonucleotides (up to 60 nucleotides). However, for certain 

practical applications, long RNA sequences are required or sensitive chemical moieties need 

to be incorporated and both requirements cannot be met by solid support chemical 

synthesis. Alternatively, modified RNA oligonucleotides can be obtained by enzymatic 

synthesis. Particularly, modified nucleoside triphosphates (N*TPs) can be synthesized and 

used as substrates for RNA polymerases which incorporate these nucleotide analogs in the 

growing RNA chain during in vitro transcription [93]. Provided the polymerase accepts the 

modified substrate, the mild conditions allow for the incorporation of a broad array of 

functional groups with no apparent size limitation for the oligonucleotides [94-98]. Prior to 

the enzymatic synthesis of modified RNA oligonucleotides, several steps are necessary which 

will be described in this section.  

3.2. Common synthetic pathways for modified nucleoside triphosphates.  

Modified nucleoside triphosphates often need to be synthesized chemically or enzymatically. 

However, even though some biocatalytic methods have been developed for the preparation 

of nucleoside triphosphates equipped with unnatural bases or sugar units [99, 100], they do 

not provide a general route for the preparation of N*TPs. This is mainly due to the need of 

finding a suitable and generally applicable enzyme that would accept the modified 

nucleosides or nucleotides. Similarly, a generally applicable synthetic protocol has not yet 

been established due to substrate-dependent variations in both yields and ease of 

purification. Therefore, this part of this review article focuses on the description of the most 

common chemical ways for the crafting of N*TPs. The interested reader is directed to other 

excellent review articles for the description of other existing synthetic protocols [101-106].   

3.2.1 Yoshikawa one-pot methodology 

Yoshikawa et al. reported in 1967 one of the first methods for the synthesis of nucleoside 

triphosphates [107, 108], which was improved in 1981 by Ludwig (Scheme 7) [109]. In this 5’-

regioselective one-pot reaction, the unprotected nucleoside 19 reacts with phosphorus 

oxychloride in trimethylphosphite to give the reactive phosphorodichlorate 20. The latter 

can directly react with bis-tributylammonium pyrophosphate in presence of an amine base 

to generate a cyclic triphosphate 21. The reaction is then quenched with triethylammonium 

bicarbonate buffer to give the corresponding NTP 22.  
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Scheme 7. Yoshikawa protocol for the synthesis of nucleoside triphosphates.  

Even if no protecting group is required, reports have shown the formation of side-products 

which could complicate the purification step of the nucleoside triphosphates [110, 111]. It 

should also be noted that these triphosphorylation reactions are highly water-sensitive and 

the use of hygroscopic alkylammonium salts could have deleterious consequences. Recent 

examples of N*TPs synthesized by this method include a fluorescent GTP analog [112] and 

various 5-substituted pyrimidine and 7-substituted 7-deazapurine nucleotides [93, 113]. A 

variant of the Yoshikawa protocol was recently reported by Korhonen et al. where 

tris(bis(triphenylphosphoranylidene)ammonium) (PPN) pyrophosphate was proposed as an 

alternative to the hygroscopic salts [114].   

However, the use of the strong electrophilic phosphorus oxychloride might not be suitable 

with all modified nucleosides.  

3.2.2 Ludwig-Eckstein “one-pot, three-steps” synthesis 

Ludwig and Eckstein developed, in 1989, an alternative route for the preparation of NTPs 

[115]. As this pathway is non-regioselective, the 2’- and 3’-positions of NTPs need to be 

protected prior to the triphosphorylation step. One popular protecting strategy is presented 

in Scheme 8, where the 5’-position of the nucleotide is tritylated, followed by a 2’- and 3’-O-

acetlylation. The deprotection of the DMTr group leads to the suitably protected precursor 

23.  

 

Scheme 8. Common protecting method used prior to Ludwig-Eckstein triphosphorylation. 

The free hydroxyl group of 23 can react with salicyl phosphorochlorite to give the activated 

5’-phosphite intermediate 24 (Scheme 9). Tris(tetra-n-butylammonium) hydrogen 

pyrophosphate is then added to form the cyclic intermediate 25. The latter is finally oxidized 
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by iodine and the acetyl groups are deprotected by the use of ammonia, to yield the NTP 26. 

The reaction can easily be followed by 31P NMR. 

 

Scheme 9. Ludwig-Eckstein triphosphorylation method. 

Despite the longer route of this protocol, the protection of the hydroxyl groups consequently 

reduces the number of undesirable by-products, easing the HPLC purification. The yields 

obtained by this method usually vary from poor to moderate because the reaction depends 

on the nature of the substrate.  

3.2.3 Alternatives to the Ludwig-Eckstein strategy 

In 2009, Warnecke and Meier published a complementary method to the Ludwig-Eckstein 

strategy and demonstrated its efficiency for both natural and modified nucleosides (Scheme 

10) [116]. It is based on the use of 5-nitro-cycloSal-phosphochloridite [117] which can react 

rapidly with the 5’-OH group of a nucleoside, to give  intermediate 28. The 5-nitro 

substitution was chosen in order to increase the electrophilicity of the phosphorus atom, 

due to the electron-withdrawing effect of the nitro group. 28 is then oxidized in the 

presence of oxone to form the cycloSal-triester 29. After extraction, 29 is reacted with 

pyrophosphate and the acetyl group is deprotected. Triphosphate 30 is then purified by 

chromatography with increased yields compared to the Ludwig-Eckstein process (40-80%). 

Scheme 10. Synthesis of triphosphates via cycloSal activated nucleosides. 

A few years later, Caton-Williams et al. reported an altered one-pot method based on the 

use of salicyl phosphorochlorite (Scheme 11) [118]. The latter is first reacted with a 

pyrophosphate to give 32. The bulky phosphitylating reagent can then selectively react with 

an unprotected nucleoside to give compound 33. After oxidation, hydrolysis and purification 

by RP-HPLC, nucleotide triphosphate 34 can be obtained [119]. 
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Scheme 11. One-pot triphosphorylation method developed by Caton-Williams et al. [118].  

This synthesis can be easily monitored by 31P NMR and does not need any protection of the 

nucleoside. However, the same group demonstrated that 3’-triphosphates constituted the 

major by-products with 5-10% formation [120]. Recent examples of N*TPs obtained by this 

method include photocaged nucleotides [121], arabinose [122] and threose-based analogues 

[123, 124], 2′-(R)-fluorinated derivatives of epigenetic bases [125], 2′-methylseleno-

nucleotides [126], and 2’-O-carbamoyl uridine triphosphates [127]. 

An original method involving a reactive zwitterionic intermediate has been developed by 

Borch (Scheme 12) for the synthesis of both natural and modified triphosphates [128]. The 

non-protected nucleoside bearing an O-benzyl-phosphoramidate ester 35 is activated by 

catalytic hydrogenation. The removal of the protecting group causes a spontaneous 

rearrangement of molecule 36 which leads to a pyrrolidinium phosphoramidite zwitterion 

37. The latter reacts in situ with a nucleophile pyrophosphate, to give the corresponding 

triphosphate 38 with high yields (50-80%). 

 

Scheme 12. Borch alternative for the synthesis of nucleoside triphosphates. 

However, as preparation of 35 is long and tedious, Peterson et al. proposed to use more 

accessible H-phosphonate nucleosides 39 as starting materials (Scheme 13) [129]. Silylation 

and oxidation lead to a pyridinium phosphoramidate 40, which can react easily with 

pyrophosphate. The usefulness of approach for the synthesis of N*TPs has been 

demonstrated since the triphosphates of ribavirin and 6-methylpurine were obtained by this 

variation of the Borch method. 
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Scheme 13. Use of H-phosphonates in Borch synthesis. 

Lastly, an elegant synthetic approach was designed for the synthesis of threose nucleic acid 

(TNA) triphosphates 47 (Scheme 14). Unlike other RNA analogues, TNA contains vicinal 2’,3’ 

phosphodiester linkages and the synthesis of the corresponding triphosphates requires the 

phosphorylation of the 3’-OH moiety which is less reactive than a primary 5’-hydroxyl group 

of unmodified nucleotides [130]. In order to circumvent the low reactivity of the 3’-hydroxyl 

group, the Chaput laboratory has devised a number of synthetic strategies to obtain the 

corresponding triphosphates equipped with either canonical [130-132] or modified 

nucleobases [97, 133, 134]. A recent and elegant method is depicted in Scheme 8 which 

involves the building of the corresponding 3’-monophosphate TNA nucleosides 45 via 3′-O-

phosphoramidite intermediates 43. The resulting 3’-monophosphates 45 are then converted 

to the corresponding triphosphates 47 via the activated 3′-phosphoro-(2-methyl)-

imidazolide intermediates 46. 

 

Scheme 14. Synthetic pathway leading to TNA triphosphates [130]. 
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3.3. Modified NTPs and enzymatic synthesis. 

Chemical modification of RNA oligonucleotides is an alluring strategy for numerous 

applications in biotechnology, biomedical research as well as the biophysical investigation of 

the structural and functional properties of RNA [135, 136]. Amongst all possible 

modifications, a commonly used pattern is the inclusion of functional groups at position 2’ of 

the sugar since it induces an increase in nuclease resistance, chemical stability [137] and in 

some cases influences RNA structure, hydration and base selectivity [138-140]. However, 

due to the high substrate specificity of natural polymerases, the enzymatic incorporation of 

modified nucleotides into RNA still represents a challenge [141]. In this part, different 

mutant polymerases as well as ribozymes are discussed that have proven their acceptance 

for specific types of modification (summary in Table 2). Other strategies and examples can 

be found in the recent review by Holliger et al. [142]. 

3.3.1 RNA polymerases 

Bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase has been extensively studied because of its high 

efficiency of polymerization of the canonical nucleotides. Unlike DNA polymerases, the DNA-

dependent T7 RNA polymerase does not require a primer for RNA synthesis but recognizes a 

specific promoter region [143, 144]. Transcription initiation occurs if guanosines are present 

in the +1 and/or +2 positions [145]. Wild type T7 RNA polymerase has been reported to 

accept a reasonable variety of chemically modified nucleotides [93] as substrates and hence 

can be used to synthesize RNAs with various functionalities including cross-linking agents 

[146, 147], amino acid-like side-chains [148-152], groups for post-transcriptional 

modification and labelling [16, 94, 95, 146, 153-158], fluorophores [96, 112, 159, 160], and 

2’-O-carbamoyl- [127] and 2’-fluoro-substituents [161] (Figure 9).   
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Figure 9. Structures of recent modified triphosphates accepted as substrates by wild type T7 

RNA polymerase.  

However, as some modifications are not accepted as substrates by the wild-type T7 RNA 

polymerase, enzyme engineering has been developed to create mutants that could 

efficiently incorporate these nucleotide analogues. Sousa and Padilla published in 1995 the 

T7 RNA Y639F mutant that readily accepts 2’-Fluoro pyrimidines as substrates [152, 162]. A 

few years later, a second mutation led to the identification of T7 RNA Y639F H784A which 

demonstrated the ability to accept bulky substituents at the 2’-position such as 2’-OMe or 

2’-azido [163]. Even though these two engineered polymerases are among the most 

commonly used, libraries of the T7 RNA polymerase have been screened to find yet other 

mutants with increased substrate acceptance of N*TPs [164-166]. Despite the continuous 

effort in the engineering of the T7 polymerase, the incorporation of modified GTPs still 

remains challenging due to the need of guanosine in the +1 and/or +2 position of the 

transcript.   
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In 2012 a thermophilic RNA polymerase, homologous to bacteriophage T7, was reported 

[167]. The marine cyanophage Syn5 was found to be able to initiate polymerisation without 

the need of GTP. This polymerase also requires a lower temperature and lower 

concentrations of nucleotides than the parent T7 RNA polymerase. A few years later, 

Richardson et al. demonstrated that the Syn5-Y564F mutant could incorporate 2’-Fluoro 

nucleotides with higher efficiency compared to the T7-Y639F RNA polymerase and may be a 

suitable alternative for the synthesis of transcripts that are not recognised by the T7 

polymerase [168].   

3.3.2 DNA polymerases 

DNA polymerases favour the incorporation of dNTPs by 103-106 fold compared to the 

corresponding NTPs [169]. The discrimination between ribo- and deoxyribonucleotides for 

DNA polymerases is made by a steric gate residue which prevents the incorporation of 

nucleotides with 2’-substitutions [170]. As a consequence, no wild type DNA polymerase is 

able to accept modified NTPs for RNA synthesis. Yet, a common mutation of Tyr12 into Ala12 

leads to an increase of NTP tolerance [171] and several groups have used directed evolution 

to create DNA polymerases able to recognise natural and unnatural NTPs [142].  

In 2002, Romesberg et al. developed mutants of the Stoffel fragments of Taq DNA 

polymerase I (SFR1, SFR2, SFR3) that were able to efficiently incorporate natural NTPs over 

dNTPs [172]. One of these mutant polymerases, Taq-SFM4-3, maintained the thermostability 

of the parent enzyme and could be used in an RNA equivalent of PCR called Polymerase 

Chain Transcription (PCT) to amplify mixed DNA and RNA sequences [173]. However, these 

engineered enzymes were found to be unable to synthesize modified RNA beyond 8 

nucleotides. Consequently, the most potent of these mutant polymerases, SFM4-3, was 

further improved by an optimized phage display selection system. The resulting SFM19 

enzyme readily accepts NTPs as well as 2’-OMe and 2’-Fluoro-NTPs as substrates and served 

in the synthesis of 60-mer long RNA oligonucleotides [174]. 

Holliger et al. reported on the isolation of the Taq-AA40 polymerase which can incorporate 

modified 2’-Fluoro nucleotides into short RNA polymers and to display reverse transcriptase 

activity [175]. However, the incorporation of 2’-amino or 2’-OMe nucleotides was found to 

be ineffective. 

In 2012, a deep study of Thermococcus gorgonarius (Tgo DNA polymerase) has led to the 

discovery of two important mutations for the improvement of RNA synthesis (i.e. E664K and 

Y409G). The primer dependent polymerisation of long RNA strands (up to 1.7 kb) was 

reported with modified nucleic acids [176]. The Tgo mutant was also found to accept 2’-

modifications such as 2’-Fluoro, 2’-OMe and 2’-azido nucleotides. The enzymatic synthesis of 

fully modified XNAs strands was also described for arabinose nucleic acids (ANA), 2’-Fluoro 

arabinose nucleic acids (FANA), cyclohexenyl nucleic acids (CeNA), locked nucleic acids (LNA) 

and 1,-anhydrohexitol nucleic acids (HNA) [177]. These impressive properties then 
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culminated in the selection of XNA-based aptamers [177] and catalysts [178].  

More recently, the 352 amino acids constituting the DNA polymerase IV from Sulfolobus 

solfataricus were converted to their mirror image (D-amino acids) and the resulting 

thermostable D-DNA polymerase D-Dpo4-3C enabled the amplification of L-DNA 

oligonucleotides [179]. The authors envision the use of such polymerases to create modified 

and unmodified L-messenger and L-ribosomal RNAs for the production of mirror image life. 

As L-nucleic acids are neither recognised by the immune system nor by nucleases, mirror 

image polymerases could be useful for the production of L-RNA or DNA aptamers with a high 

plasma and serum stability, known as Spiegelmers [180]. A first step towards the synthesis of 

L-RNA oligonucleotides was taken by producing mutants of the D-Dpo4-3C polymerase: the 

Tyr12 side chain which is involved in the discrimination between dNTPs and NTPs was 

mutated to a serine and an alanine. Both mutants were capable of elongating natural D-DNA 

and D-RNA primers on an 81-nt long D-DNA template with both D-dNTPs and D-NTPs as well 

as synthesizing mirror image L-DNA oligonucleotides under PCR-like conditions [179].  

Polymerase Mutation Type of accepted modification Ref. 

RNA polymerase 

T7 

Y639F, H784A 2’-OMe, 2’-Fluoro, 2’-azido, 

base modifications 

[162, 164] 

RNA polymerase 

Syn5 

Y564F 2’-Fluoro [167, 168] 

DNA polymerase 

Taq I 

AA40, SFM4-3 2’-OMe, 2’-Fluoro, 2’-azido [173, 181, 

182] 

DNA polymerase 

Tgo 

E664K, Y409G, 

A485L 

CeNA, ANA, HNA, FANA, LNA, 2’-

azido, 2’-OMe, 2’-Fluoro  

[176, 177] 

DNA polymerase IV ᴅ-Dpo4-3C 

Tyr12Ser, Tyr12Ala 

 

L-NTPs [179, 180] 

Table 2. Summary of different modifications accepted by polymerases for RNA synthesis. 

3.3.3 Ribozymes 

Despite recent progress, engineering of polymerases still remains a rather complex and time-

consuming procedure while chemically more evolved analogues are not readily incorporated 

by the T7 RNA polymerase. As a potential alternative to proteinaceous enzymes, various 

ribozymes have been evolved by in vitro selection to synthesize RNA oligonucleotides in a 

template-dependent manner [183-185]. Among the different existing ribozymes, the Z RNA 

polymerase ribozyme [185] displays a surprisingly high propensity at incorporating modified 

uridine nucleotides into RNA. Particularly, single and even multiple incorporation events 

could be observed with 2’-Fluoro-modified nucleotides, LNA-NTPs, and nucleotides 

displaying small modifications of the nucleobases suggesting that the Z polymerase ribozyme 

could be used for the introduction of chemically altered analogues into RNA despite reduced 

yields compared to the unmodified counterparts [186]. Besides the Z polymerase, the 24-3 

polymerase ribozyme obtained by in vitro selection is amongst the most proficient RNA-

based polymerases with primer extension rates reaching 1.2 nt/min on a broad variety of 
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templates [184]. Recently, the 24-3 polymerase was shown to be capable of 3’-end labelling 

of RNA (and DNA) primers with base- and sugar-modified NTPs [187]. These findings bode 

well for the application of this RNA polymerase ribozyme for the synthesis of longer 

modified RNA sequences.  

As mentioned in the previous section, some DNA polymerases have been engineered to 

synthesize mirror image L-nucleic acids. As an alternative to these protein enzymes, 

Sczepanski and Joyce have evolved a cross-chiral RNA ligase that is capable of synthesizing L-

RNA oligonucleotides [188]. A last promising strategy for the synthesis of RNA 

oligonucleotides is based on a recently isolated ribozyme that accepts 5’-triphosphorylated 

RNA trinucleotides (triplets) as substrates [189]. This ribozyme (coined t5+1) copies RNA 

sequences by adding nucleotides three-by-three and is capable of synthesizing RNA in the 

presence of primers (and in the canonical 5’-3’ as well as the reverse 3’-5’ directions) and in 

the absence of primers. The possibility of incorporating modified nucleotides and extending 

the synthesis to longer sequences (> 50 nucleotides) has not been explored yet.  

Even though RNA-based polymerases do not rival their proteinaceous counterparts in terms 

of rate of synthesis, fidelity of replication, and substrate tolerance, significant progress has 

been made in the field which suggests that these biopolymers will represent a serious 

alternative in the near future. 
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3.4. Aptamer selections  

N*TPs have been used for a number of applications such as labelling of RNA [160] or 

chemical probing for structural investigations [16, 190, 191] but one important research 

topic involving these activated building blocks is the Darwinian evolution of aptamers [192]. 

Indeed, these functional nucleic acids have proven their utility in numerous applications such 

as therapeutics [193, 194], diagnostics [195, 196], drug delivery systems and nanotechnology 

[5, 197, 198]. Aptamers are short single-stranded DNA or RNA molecules that are able to 

bind a target with high affinity and specificity because of their unique three dimensional 

structures. They can recognise a variety of targets including small molecules, proteins or 

bigger structures such as cells, virus, bacteria or whole organisms [73, 199] with an affinity 

similar or superior to that of antibodies [200] (since the dissociation constants (KD values) of 

bounded aptamers vary from µM to pM [201, 202]). Unlike antibodies, they can be easily 

synthetized and modified at larger scale and lower price, are able to penetrate rapidly into 

tissues and possess a low or a lack of immunogenicity [203]. 

3.4.1 RNA aptamer isolation by the SELEX process  

Aptamers are produced by an in vitro selection process called SELEX (Systematic Evolution of 

Ligands with EXponential Enrichment) [204, 205]. A library of oligonucleotides (1013-1015 

molecules) is synthetized by primer extension reactions (PEX) or by PCR. All oligonucleotides 

constituting these library typically contain PCR primer binding regions flanking a central 

random region of 20-60 nucleotides. Choosing short randomized sequences ensures a 

complete sampling of the entire sequence space during the selection protocol. On the other 

hand, longer randomized sequences do not permit the exploration of the complete 

sequence space but increase the complexity and the number of possible three-dimensional 

structures [206-208]. For RNA selections, the pool of DNA oligonucleotides is first converted 

into RNA oligonucleotides by T7 RNA polymerase mediated transcription and incubated with 

the target molecule immobilized on solid support. After washing, only the species bound to 

the target will be retained. The latter are then eluted and the remaining RNA pool is reverse 

transcribed into complementary DNA (cDNA) which is then PCR amplified. Another round of 

the selection cycle is initiated by the transcription of the enriched library into RNA and the 

process is repeated several times (usually between 5 and 15 cycles) until no further 

enrichment occurs. The binders are finally cloned, sequenced and characterized.  

 

3.4.2 Necessity for modified aptamers 

The traditional SELEX process enables the identification of potent aptamers but also imparts 

certain limitations. For instance, selection protocols often involve buffers as media and 

hence the resulting aptamers will more easily recognise their targets in the buffer than 

under in vivo conditions [209]. To address this issue, new methodologies have been 

developed to increase the in vivo selectivity [210], in which selections are made directly on 
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live cells or animals [211]. In addition, RNA (and DNA) aptamers composed of natural nucleic 

acids are usually not suitable for in vivo applications because of two major shortcomings: a 

poor stability against nuclease degradation and insufficient pharmacokinetic properties. 

RNAs are indeed rapidly degraded in vivo through the cleavage of phosphodiester bonds by 

exo- and endo-nucleases, which are abundant in biological fluids [212]. The half-time of 

natural RNA aptamers in human blood was found to be only of a few minutes [213, 214]. In 

addition to enzymatic hydrolysis, unmodified RNA aptamers are prone to renal clearance. 

This could be explained by their small size (5 to 30 kDa) which is inferior to the renal 

filtration threshold of glomeruli (50 kDa), leading to their rapid excretion by the kidneys 

[215].   

These concerns can mainly be addressed by introducing chemical modifications into the 

scaffolds of aptamers. In this context, a frequently used modification that blocks nuclease 

degradation is the substitution of the 2’-hydroxyl group of NTPs with 2’-amino, 2’-fluoro or 

2’-O-methyl groups [216, 217]. The capping of the 5’ and/or 3’ position by a polyethylene 

glycol (PEG) moiety of high molecular weight is also commonly used to prevent renal 

clearance [218, 219]. A combination of modifications has been found to improve the 

residence half time of RNA aptamers up to a few days [220].  

The first examples of modified RNA aptamers were created by post-SELEX optimisation. This 

method consists in isolating a natural RNA aptamer by the SELEX process and introducing 

chemical modifications at various locations using the solid-phase synthesis method 

described earlier. The effect of these chemical alterations is then assessed by structure 

activity relationship studies. For example, the properties of the only FDA-approved RNA 

aptamer drug called pegaptanib (Macugen®) have been drastically improved by such a post-

SELEX modification protocol [221]. Pegaptanib is used for the treatment of neovascular age-

related macular degeneration by binding to the human vascular endothelial growth factor 

VEGF165 [222]. This aptamer was obtained by in vitro selection using a mixture of 2’-F 

pyrimidines N*TPs and unmodified purines NTPs. The latter were converted into the 2’-O-

methyl nucleotides after the SELEX protocol. Moreover, a polyethylene glycol unit was 

added at the 5’-end and a deoxythymidine residue was appended at the 3’-end, in order to 

prevent nuclease degradation and reduce renal clearance [223]. Those post modifications 

did not affect the high binding affinity of the aptamer (KD of pegaptanib against VEGF165 is 

200 pM) [222-224]. Other examples of post-SELEX aptamers can be found in the following 

recent reviews [225, 226]. 

3.4.3 Recent modified RNA aptamers selected by mod-SELEX strategy 

The post-SELEX strategy encounters limitations because of the need of rather time-

consuming and uncertain SAR studies to ensure that future modified aptamers will display 

similar KD values as the unmodified aptamer selected through the SELEX process. Moreover, 

the post-SELEX process involves the addition of synthetic steps that might not be compatible 

with every functional group. For all these reasons, the direct incorporation of N*TPs into the 
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SELEX process has emerged as a promising strategy called mod-SELEX. In this approach, 

N*TPs serve for the construction of modified libraries which eventually will lead to the 

isolation of aptamers capable of recognizing their targets and displaying enhanced 

properties without having to resort to SAR studies.   

In this part of the review, we will focus only on a few recent examples of modified RNA 

aptamers that have been generated through the mod-SELEX strategy. 

3.4.5 Sugar modifications 

As mentioned above, sugar modifications are often considered in order to improve the 

biostability of nucleic acids and of aptamers particularly. Hence, a large number of 2’-Fluoro 

modified aptamers has been reported for various applications. For instance, in 2014 

Jayamaran et al. developed a library of oligonucleotides containing 2’-fluoro pyrimidines. A 

combination of positive and negative selection steps led to the isolation of an aptamer that 

specifically (KD = 120 nM) recognises and inhibits the activation of GluNI/GluNA2 NMDA 

receptors without affecting AMPA and KA receptors [227]. Similarly, 2’-Fluoro pyrimidines 

were also used to create an aptamer against human prostatic acid phosphatase (KD = 118 

nM). Analysis of secondary structures revealed that two hairpin sequences and a 50 

nucleotide sequence were required for binding [228]. Casella et al. generated two aptamers 

containing 2’-Fluoro nucleotides that can bind to sickle hemoglobin with moderate affinity 

(KD = 1.68 and 3.56 µM) but with interesting polymerization-inhibitory properties [229]. 

Under hypoxic conditions, these aptamers were found to inhibit the polymerisation of sickle 

hemoglobin in lysates, making them potent candidates for therapeutic applications against 

sickle cell disease. Very recently, a 2’-fluoro pyrimidine containing aptamer against the 

methyltransferase of the dengue virus serotype 2 was created using the mutant Y639F T7 

RNA polymerase. The isolated aptamer displays a high affinity (KD = 28 nM) for its target and 

was capable of inhibiting the N-7 methylation activity of the protein [230].  

Another common sugar modification is the replacement of the furanose ring oxygen by a 

sulfur atom at position 4’ of the sugar. Matsuda et al. reported in 2005 the synthesis of 4’-

thioUTP and 4’-thioCTP. Their incorporation into RNA by wild-type T7 RNA polymerase was 

demonstrated as well as the reverse transcription of RNA into DNA [231]. A 4’-thiomodified 

aptamer against α-thrombin was developed, which showed a greater stability and binding 

affinity than its corresponding unmodified RNA aptamer (KD = 4.7 nM versus KD = 85 nM, 

respectively). A few years later, the same group employed this methodology to create a fully 

modified 4’-thio aptamer against α-thrombin with improved nuclease resistance and 

dissociation constants in the low nanomolar range [232].    

2’-deoxy-2’-fluoro-β-ᴅ-arabinose substitution (FANA) represents another type of important 

modification which was found to present an improved thermal stability, nuclease resistance, 

and binding affinity for complementary DNA or RNA strands [233-235]. Recently, a fully 

modified 2’-FANA aptamer against HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (HIV-1 RT) was identified by 

incorporation of the triphosphates into DNA using the TgoT DNA polymerase mutant D4K. 

The isolated aptamer showed a high affinity to its target with a KD value of 4 pM [236]. 
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FANA-based enzymes have also been reported by application of a similar selection strategy 

[178, 237].  

Lastly, Kabza and Sczepanski reported in 2017 the creation of an L-RNA aptamer comporting 

a 5-aminoallyl-uridine cationic modification. As L-nucleic acids are unable to form Watson-

Crick base pairs with natural ᴅ-sequences, this Spiegelmer aptamer was created against 

oncogenic precursor microRNA 19a (pre-miR-19a) [151]. The binding affinity was found to be 

high (KD = 2.2 nM) and the L-aptamer was able to inhibit Dicer-mediated cleavage of pre-miR 

into mature pre-miR-19a (IC50 = 4 nM), showing its ability to modulate RNA function.  

3.4.6 Base modifications  

The base modification of NTPs is a convenient way to introduce additional functionalities 

and increase the chemical diversity of the selection library. The C5 position of pyrimidines 

and the C2 position of purines are known to be permissible sites for modifications that are 

accepted by polymerases. Surprisingly and despite the acceptance of numerous base-

modified NTPs by wild-type T7 RNA polymerase (see section 3.3.1), no aptamers containing a 

base modification have been reported recently. A few years ago, Liu et al. published the in 

vitro selection of a photoresponsive RNA aptamer [238]. A modified adenosine triphosphate 

bearing an azobenzene moiety was first synthetized and shown to be accepted as a 

substrate by the T7 RNA polymerase. The corresponding RNA template was suitable for 

reverse transcription PCR. In vitro selection led to a modified aptamer that is able to bind 

hemin after visible light irradiation and to release its target following UV irradiation.  

3.4.7 Phosphate backbone modifications  

α-phosphorothioates are the most common modification of the phosphate backbone. They 

are synthetized chemically as a mixture of diastereoisomers. However, most polymerases 

only accept (Sp) enantiomers to produce (Rp) phosphorothiolate internucleotide linkages 

[239]. In order to circumvent this issue, Yang et al. considered the generation of achiral 

aptamers containing phosphorodithiolate linkages. The impact of this modification was 

explored by comparing the binding affinities of a modified and an unmodified aptamer [240]. 

An aptamer against VEGF165 was generated and shown to exhibit a higher affinity compared 

to its natural counterpart (KD = 1.0 pM vs KD = 961.0 pM, respectively). The same trend was 

observed for a modified aptamer against thrombin (KD = 1.8 pM vs KD = 1871.0 pM, 

respectively). This discovery might allow the production of modified aptamers with 

improved binding affinity without the need of addressing the question of the chirality at the 

thiophosphate centers.   

α-P-Borano modified triphosphates (α-B-GTP and α-B-UTP) were also introduced into the 

SELEX process with T7 RNA polymerase to generate aptamers against ATP that contain a 

boranophosphate linkage which is more resistant to nuclease degradation than the native 

phosphodiester linkage [241].   
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4. Conclusions 

Chemical modification of RNA can be achieved by application of two main chemical 

methods: solid-support based chemical synthesis and enzymatic polymerization of 

nucleoside triphosphates. The phosphoramidite-based solid-phase method presents the 

advantage of being fully automatized and grants access to larger quantities of RNA 

oligonucleotides (up to the kilogram-scale [22]). This method is thus well-suited for the 

synthesis and development of therapeutic oligonucleotides including siRNAs, miRNAs, and 

antisense oligonucleotides. On the other hand, chemical synthesis is restricted to smaller 

sequences (< 100 nucleotides) and the rather harsh conditions employed during the 

repeated synthetic cycles do not permit the introduction of sensitive functional groups. As 

an alternative, modified RNA oligonucleotides can be produced by in vitro transcription using 

N*TPs in conjunction with natural or engineered RNA polymerases. This method is not 

limited in terms of oligonucleotide length and nature of the chemical modification. The 

polymerization of N*TPs is therefore well-suited for the generation of aptamers and 

ribozymes and potentially for the study of long non-coding RNAs. In addition, the discovery 

of natural nucleoside triphosphate transporters such as PtNTT2 [242, 243] combined with 

the advent of efficient artificial transporters [244], provides a means for the introduction of 

N*TPs (and dN*TPs) directly into cells and bodes well for the development of methods of in 

vivo synthesis of modified RNAs. On the other hand, no universal and high yielding synthetic 

route has been reported for N*TPs as yet and the incorporation of the modified 

triphosphate heavily relies on the substrate acceptance by RNA polymerases. Recent 

progress in polymerase engineering and ribozyme evolution will certainly permit to further 

relax the latter requirement and expand the chemical diversity that can be obtained by 

enzymatic synthesis. Lastly, the combination of both chemical methods (or the inclusion of 

other emerging strategies) often helps in the synthesis of modified RNAs as exemplified by 

the first FDA approved commercialized oligonucleotide-based drug pegaptanib sodium 

(Macugen®) [203]. Chemical methods for the modification of RNA will certainly largely 

contribute to the refining our understanding of the biological properties of RNA and to the 

development of RNA-based tools and devices.  

 

List of abbreviations 

BMT - 5-benzylmercaptotetrazole 

CEP-Cl - 2-cyanoethyl N,N-diisopropylchlorophophoramidite 

DCM – dichloromethane 

DDTT - N,N-Dimethyl-N'-(3-thioxo-3H-1,2,4-dithiazol-5-yl)-formimidamide 

DIPEA – N,N-diisopropylethylamine 
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DMTr - 4,4–Dimethoxytrityl 

DNA - Deoxyribonucleic acid 

DTBS - di-tert-butylsilylene 

ETT - 5-ethylthio-1H-tetrazole 

HPLC - High-performance liquid chromatography 

iPr – isopropyl  

MeCN – Acetonitrile 

TBDMS - tert-butyldimethylsilyl 

TIPDS - tetra-isopropylsisiloxane 

ANA = arabinonucleic acid 

CeNA = cyclohexenyl nucleic acid 

FANA = 2’-fluoro-arabino nucleic acid 

HNA = 1’,5’-anhydrohexitol nucleic acid  

LNA = locked nucleic acid  

TNA = threose nucleic acid 

NTP = nucleoside triphosphate 

N*TP = modified nucleoside triphosphate 

PEG = polyethylene glycol 

PEX = primer extension reaction 

PPN = tris(bis(triphenylphosphoranylidene)ammonium) 

SELEX = Systematic Evolution of Ligands with Exponential Enrichment 
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